Introduction

The Kangaroo Point South Neighbourhood Plan is
a Local Plan under the City Plan. This Plan contains
specific additional local planning requirements. Where
it conflicts with other requirements of the City Plan, the
Kangaroo Point South Neighbourhood Plan prevails.

3

Development Principles

In using this Plan, refer to Section 1.1—Using a Local
Plan at the front of this chapter.

Kangaroo Point South is a vibrant, transit oriented
mixed use community that complements the CBD
and Woolloongabba Centre and embraces the Brisbane
River.

Carparking rates are in accordance with City Plan.

Development:

Non–Statutory Flood Guidance Note
Parts of this neighbourhood plan area were subject to
inundation during the January 2011 flood. Brisbane
City Council has determined the flood risk, to the
extent regulated by this neighbourhood plan, has
been mitigated through the codes and guidelines in
City Plan 2000.
The Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry is
investigating the flood disaster, including a review
of the existing town planning provisions related to
flooding and flood risk mitigation.
Brisbane City Council is also undertaking separate
investigations into the flooding. The findings of
Council’s investigation and the final report of the
Commission may recommend changes to the City
Plan 2000, including this neighbourhood plan, and
the State Planning Policy.
Consequently, the provisions of this neighbourhood
plan with respect to the management of flooding and
flood risk mitigation may be subject to change at the
direction of the Queensland Government or Brisbane
City Council in the near future.
This should be taken into account by applicants and
assessment managers when considering development
in this neighbourhood plan area. Applicants are
advised to make relevant enquiries regarding the
status of the provisions relating to flooding.

2

Definitions

3.1 Creates a strong spatial form comprised of three
distinct residential neighbourhoods focused on
a neighbourhood heart and intersected by high
intensity mixed use corridors along main roads.
3.2 Exhibits best practice excellence in architecture,
innovation and subtropical design, with taller
buildings having a clear podium and slender tower
form.
3.3 Achieves a height and density that makes efficient
use of land, but does not overburden local transport,
infrastructure, public space or community facilities.
Higher density development is located along main
road corridors. Building heights are stepped to
create a sympathetic transition to heritage places
and Character Residential areas. New development
is consistent with the intended scale of the relevant
precinct as indicated in Table 1—Maximum Building
Heights.
3.4 Creates a vibrant, high quality public domain and
streetscape, with human scale buildings at street
frontages and active non–residential uses at the
ground floor in Centre Areas.
3.5 Contributes to a safe and efficient movement
network that encourages walking, cycling and
use of public transport and improved east–west
connectivity, with connections to key public and
active transport hubs.
3.6 Contributes to a high quality open space network
integrated through the provision of publicly
accessible spaces, deep planting, landscaping and
subtropical boulevard treatments.

In this Local Plan, the following definitions apply in
addition to those contained in Chapter 3, Section 10.

3.7 Achieves excellence in environmentally sustainable
development, including green roofs and podiums.

Site Cover: the proportion of the site (expressed as
a percentage) covered by buildings measured to the
outermost projections. It includes car and service vehicle
parking, loading, servicing and access areas but does not
include communal open space.

3.8 Protects heritage places, pre–1900 buildings and
intact pre–1946 character streetscapes.
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3.9 Provides for a variety of housing types to cater
for a diversity of residents and promotes housing
choice and diversity, particularly for key workers.
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Storey: a building level between a floor and the next
floor/roof above, including mezzanines, with an average
floor to floor height of 3m for residential and 3.7m for
non–residential. Ground floor levels do not exceed
4.5m. Plant levels constitute a storey where exceeding
4m in height or 75% of the building footprint.

Kangaroo Point South Neighbourhood Plan

Kangaroo Point South
Neighbourhood Plan

3.10 Maintains the visual prominence of the Kangaroo
Point Cliffs when viewed from the CBD.
4

Precincts

Refer to Map A—Precincts.
4.1

Main Street Precinct

Main Street is a key north–south arterial road that
connects the CBD, Fortitude Valley and Woolloongabba
and is the historic gateway to the City from the south.
Recognising and reinforcing this role, Main Street is
revitalised as a high amenity mixed use activity corridor
in Kangaroo Point South.
Buildings create an active, urban edge to Main Street.
Buildings have a podium and slender tower form.
Maximum building height is predominantly 8 storeys.
Significant Corners in the Neighbourhood Heart Sub–
precinct as shown on Map B—Public Realm, Transitions
and Key Sites, may be suitable for heights of up to 10
storeys, subject to appropriate site area, the provision of
public open space and design excellence.
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Main Street becomes a subtropical boulevard
to complement new development and improve
functionality and amenity. There will be no loss
of existing road capacity as any additional land for
streetscape improvements will be by developer
dedication. A high quality pedestrian and cyclist path is
provided to encourage active modes of transport.
Main Street abuts a number of high quality intact
character residential areas. New development
incorporates interface treatments including setbacks and
building height transitions to minimise amenity impacts.
4.1.1 Neighbourhood Heart Sub–precinct
A new neighbourhood heart is created at the intersection
of Main and Baines Streets and is the main commercial
and retail hub within Kangaroo Point South. At the
ground floor, buildings are built to the Main Street
alignment and have a continuous active frontage.
4.2

Vulture Street Precinct

Vulture Street is a key east–west arterial road that
connects West End, South Brisbane and Woolloongabba
and is fronted by the ‘Gabba Stadium, which is a
sporting venue of national significance. Recognising and
reinforcing this role, the Vulture Street Precinct will be
revitalised as a high amenity, commercial focused mixed
use urban activity corridor having the greatest density
and height in Kangaroo Point South.
Buildings create an active, urban edge to Vulture Street
and have a podium and slender tower form.
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Maximum building height is predominantly 15 storeys.
Landmark Gateways and Significant Corners shown on
Map B—Public Realm, Transitions and Key Sites may be
suitable for building heights of up to 20 storeys, subject
to appropriate site area, the provision of public open
space and design excellence.
Vulture Street is transformed into a subtropical
boulevard, complementing new development and
improving safety and amenity for visitors to the ‘Gabba
Stadium.
4.3

River Terrace Precinct

Overlooking the Brisbane River and with extensive
views to the CBD and Mt Coot–tha, River Terrace is
a high amenity location of city–wide significance.
Recognising this quality of place, River Terrace is a
medium density residential precinct exhibiting design
excellence.
To maintain the visual dominance of the Kangaroo Point
cliffs when viewed from the CBD, maximum building
heights are limited to 5 storeys in the Medium Density
Residential Area.
Land at the northern end of River Terrace adjacent to
the Kangaroo Point Cliffs Park is suitable for mixed
use development including small scale, low impact
commercial uses having an active frontage at the ground
level with residential uses above. Due to the highly
visible location of this site, development demonstrates
design excellence and integrates with the eastern edge
of the Kangaroo Point Cliffs Park.
Leopard Street contains a cluster of significant heritage
and character buildings that are protected.
A shadeway along Llewellyn Street including a high
quality pedestrian and cyclist path reinforces the street’s
role as part of the main green space connection linking
Mowbray, Raymond and Kangaroo Point Cliffs Parks
with the Neighbourhood Heart Sub–precinct at the
intersection of Main and Baines Streets and with River
Terrace.
Improvements to the Kangaroo Point Cliffs Park enable
greater public use and enjoyment of this key recreational
and leisure asset. Improvements are of a small scale to
minimise visual impact and do not adversely impact
upon the continued use of the cliffs as a premier rock
climbing and abseiling destination.
4.4

Wellington Road and Lytton Road
Precinct

The Wellington Road and Lytton Road Precinct is a
mixed use precinct.
Maximum building height is predominantly 8 storeys.
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Significant Corners as shown on Map B—Public Realm,
Transitions and Key Sites, may be suitable for building
heights of up to 10 storeys, subject to appropriate site
area, the provision of public open space and design
excellence.

the maximum building height is 8 storeys subject to
appropriate boundary interface provisions.

A shadeway including a high quality pedestrian and
cyclist path reinforces Manilla Street’s role as part of the
main green space spine connecting Mowbray, Raymond
and Kangaroo Point Cliffs Parks. Due to its shadeway
treatment and location away from heavily trafficked
roads, Manilla Street is suitable for amenity–based active
commercial uses such as small scale shops and cafes.

Baines Street west of Duke Street is a small scale, low
impact ‘high street’ that includes high amenity centre
activities such as restaurants interspersed with residential
uses and having a fine grained built form. Development
is oriented towards and directly overlooks Raymond
Park to activate its southern edge. Centre activities
include boundary interface treatments to minimise
impacts on adjoining residential uses.

Lytton Road is revitalised as a mixed retail, commercial
and residential street. New development overlooks
Mowbray Park.
Due to its proximity to the established low density
residential area of East Brisbane, new development
provides a transition in building heights to minimise
amenity impacts.
The East Brisbane State School performs an education
function for Kangaroo Point South and the broader
community. New development on this site is for
education purposes and maintains the existing low–rise
built form and heritage character.

Buildings promote safety and integrate well with the
street.

Duke Street is a neighbourhood shadeway that includes
high quality pedestrian and cyclist paths that safely and
efficiently connect Raymond Park with Vulture Street
and the ‘Gabba Stadium.
4.7

Character Residential Precinct

The Character Residential Precinct is a predominantly
low density residential area that contains a large number
of closely spaced, intact late 19th and early 20th century
tin and timber detached houses.
Development is of a bulk and height that is compatible
with the existing small scale, low–rise built form.

4.4.1 Manilla Street Sub-precinct
Recognising it’s historic role as a light industry area,
the Manilla Street Sub–precinct is revitalised as a high
amenity mixed use area comprising low impact, creative
industry and residential uses. Creative industry tenancies
can include a ground floor retail component associated
with the industry.
Shafston Avenue Precinct
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4.5

Shafston Avenue is a main arterial road that functions
as a transition between the higher–rise Kangaroo Point
peninsula and lower–rise Kangaroo Point South.

4.6
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To reinforce this transition and minimise impacts on
character housing and traffic flow, Shafston Avenue
is transformed into a high amenity residential corridor
with a maximum building height of predominantly 5
storeys. For sites greater than 1,200m2 west of Connor
Street, the maximum building height is 8 storeys subject
to appropriate boundary interface provisions.
Raymond Park South Precinct

Capitalising on its proximity to the Woolloongabba
public transit hub, the Raymond Park South Precinct
is revitalised as a medium density residential precinct.
To achieve a human scale living environment, the
predominant height of new development is 5 storeys.
For sites greater than 1,200m2 south of Princess Street,
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5

Level of Assessment

The following tables contain exceptions to the level
of assessment, overriding the levels of assessment in
Chapter 3.

The trigger for assessment in the level of assessment
tables is material change of use and/or building work
(associated with a use or structure specified in the level
of assessment tables) unless otherwise specified.

A preliminary approval may change the level of
assessment identified in these tables.
5.1

Where in any Area

Self Assessment
1.

(1)

5.2

Applicable Code

Home Business where:
• in a Multi–unit Dwelling
• complying with the self assessable
Acceptable Solutions in the Home Business
Code
(1)

Where the Acceptable Solutions for Self Assessment in the Home Business Code state ‘house’ this is to be read as ‘residential
dwelling’

Where in the Multi–purpose Centre 2 Area

Code Assessment
1.

Home Business Code

Applicable Code

Kangaroo Point South Neighbourhood Plan Code,
Centre Activities where involving building
Centre Amenity and Performance Code and Centre
work and where:
• complying with Table 1—Maximum Building Design Code
Heights
• not involving a shop with a gross floor area
of greater than 1,000m2

Impact Assessment

Relevant Code

Generally inappropriate
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1.

5.3

Centre Activities where:
• not complying with Table 1—Maximum
Building Heights, or
• involving a shop with a gross floor area of
greater than 1,000m2
Where in the Multi–purpose Centre 3 Area

Self Assessment
1.

Applicable Code

Centre Activities (except Amusement Arcade, Centre Amenity and Performance Code
Child Care Facility, Emergency Services,
Garden Centre, Hotel, Industry, Nightclub,
Service Station) where:
• not involving building work
• complying with the Acceptable Solutions in
the Centre Amenity and Performance Code
• not involving a shop with a gross floor area
of greater than 500m2

Chapter 4, page 87e
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Code Assessment
1.

Applicable Code

Centre Activities (except Amusement Arcade, Kangaroo Point South Neighbourhood Plan Code,
Centre Amenity and Performance Code and Centre
Child Care Facility, Emergency Services,
Design Code
Garden Centre, Hotel, Industry, Nightclub,
Service Station) where:
• involving building work
• complying with Table 1—Maximum Building
Heights
• not involving a shop with a gross floor area
of greater than 500m2

Impact Assessment

Relevant Code

Generally inappropriate
1.

5.4

Centre Activities whether or not involving
building work where:
• for an Amusement Arcade, Child Care
Facility, Emergency Services, Garden
Centre, Hotel, Industry, Nightclub, or
Service Station, or
• not complying with Table 1—Maximum
Building Heights, or
• involving a shop with a gross floor area of
greater than 500m2
Where in a Residential Area

Impact Assessment

Relevant Code

Generally inappropriate

5.5

Demolition or removal of a building built prior
to 1900

Demolition Code

Where in the Manilla Street Sub–precinct of the Wellington Road and Lytton Road Precinct
Applicable Code

1.

Industry where:
• not involving building work
• complying with the self assessable
Acceptable Solutions in the Industrial
Amenity and Performance Code
• not identified in Schedule 1 or Schedule 2
in Chapter 3 Industrial Areas

Industrial Amenity and Performance Code

2.

Warehouse where:
• not involving building work
• complying with the self assessable
Acceptable Solutions in the Industrial
Amenity and Performance Code
• not involving the storage of dangerous
goods above the volumes identified in
Schedule 2 in Chapter 3 Industrial Areas

Industrial Amenity and Performance Code
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1.
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Code Assessment

Applicable Code

1.

Kangaroo Point South Neighbourhood Plan Code,
Centre Activities where involving building
Centre Amenity and Performance Code and Centre
work and where:
• complying with Table 1—Maximum Building Design Code
Heights
• not involving a shop with a gross floor area
of greater than 1,000m2

2.

Industry where:
• not involving building work
• not complying with the self assessable
Acceptable Solutions in the Industrial
Amenity and Performance Code
• not identified in Schedule 1 or Schedule 2
in Chapter 3 Industrial Areas

3.

Kangaroo Point South Neighbourhood Plan Code,
Industry where:
Industrial Amenity and Performance Code and
• involving building work
• complying with Table 1—Maximum Building Industrial Design Code
Heights
• the gross floor area is less than 1,000m2
• not identified in Schedule 1 or Schedule 2
in Chapter 3 Industrial Areas

4.

Warehouse where:
• not involving building work
• not complying with the self assessable
Acceptable Solutions in the Industrial
Amenity and Performance Code
• not involving the storage of dangerous
goods above the volumes identified in
Schedule 2 in Chapter 3 Industrial Areas

5.

Kangaroo Point South Neighbourhood Plan Code,
Warehouse where:
Industrial Amenity and Performance Code and
• involving building work
• complying with Table 1—Maximum Building Industrial Design Code
Heights
• the gross floor area is less than 1,000m2
• not involving the storage of dangerous
goods above the volumes identified in
Schedule 2 in Chapter 3 Industrial Areas

Impact Assessment

Industrial Amenity and Performance Code

Industrial Amenity and Performance Code

Relevant Code

Generally appropriate
1.

Car Wash

Kangaroo Point South Neighbourhood Plan Code,
Industrial Amenity and Performance Code and
Industrial Design Code

2.

Carpark

Kangaroo Point South Neighbourhood Plan Code,
Industrial Amenity and Performance Code and
Industrial Design Code

Generally inappropriate
1.

Centre Activities where:
• not complying with Table 1—Maximum
Building Heights, or
• involving a shop with a gross floor area of
greater than 1,000m2
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Impact Assessment
2.

Industry where:
• not complying with Table 1—Maximum
Building Heights, or
• the gross floor area is greater than 1,000m2

3.

Warehouse where:
• not complying with Table 1—Maximum
Building Heights, or
• the gross floor area is greater than 1,000m2

Kangaroo Point South Neighbourhood
Plan Code

This Code provides additional and/or alternative
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions to the
generic Codes in Chapter 5. Where directly varying
with a Code in Chapter 5, the Performance Criteria and
Acceptable Solutions in this Neighbourhood Plan Code

Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

Performance Criteria
P1

The purpose of this Code is to ensure development in the
Plan area is consistent with the Development Principles
and the Precinct Intents of this Neighbourhood Plan.

Development is of a height, bulk and scale that:
• supports the creation of clearly defined,
high intensity mixed use growth corridors
• is appropriate to the role of the Kangaroo
Point South area as complementary to the
CBD and Woolloongabba Centre
• is consistent with the intended height, bulk
and character of the relevant precinct as
indicated in Table 1—Maximum Building
Heights
• does not result in a density that would
place disproportionate pressure on transport
infrastructure, public space or community
facilities
• is consistent with the intended scale and
character of the precinct and streetscape
• is commensurate with the size of the lot
• enables existing and future buildings to be
well separated from each other to allow
light penetration, air circulation and privacy
• does not create overbearing development
by restricting access to daylight, breezes
and privacy for neighbouring dwellings and
their open space
• provides useful open space and allows for
successful growth of significant vegetation
The site size and frontage is adequate to ensure
that vehicular access and servicing infrastructure
and car parking does not visually dominate the
streetscape or detract from the creation of an
enjoyable and safe pedestrian environment
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Acceptable Solutions
A1.1

Minimum site area is 800m2

A1.2

Building height complies with Table 1—
Maximum Building Heights

A1.3

Maximum site cover is:
• 80% where including a residential use in
a Multi–purpose Centre Area
• 70% where in the Medium Density
Residential Area
• 50% where in any Area for a tower
component (any part of the building
above the maximum podium height)

A1.4

Building setbacks are in accordance with
Table 2—Minimum Building Setbacks
Note: where not specified, maximum site cover is
in accordance with City Plan
Note: Maximum Gross Floor Area (GFA) is
not prescribed for Centre Areas and the Medium
Density Residential Area in the Kangaroo Point
South Neighbourhood Plan when minimum
site area and frontage requirements are met
and development complies with Table 1—
Maximum Building Heights. Where the
site is less than minimum site area and frontage
requirements or the maximum building height is
exceeded, City Plan requirements for maximum
GFA in the relevant Design Codes apply
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6.1

take precedence. All remaining Performance Criteria
and Acceptable Solutions of the Codes in Chapter 5
will continue to apply.
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6

Relevant Code

Performance Criteria
P2

Development provides a transition in building
height to surrounding residential areas and
Heritage Places and does not create an
overbearing appearance or significantly impact
on their privacy and amenity

Acceptable Solutions
A2

Where adjoining a Heritage Place or shown
as a Transition on Map B—Public Realm,
Transitions and Key Sites, the maximum
building height is:
• where fronting Mark Lane, 5 storeys
within 20m of the street alignment
• in all other situations, 3 storeys within
10m of the common boundary or street
alignment
Refer to Figure a
Note: Additional overall height that may be
permissible for a Significant Corner or Landmark
Gateway does not allow additional height within
the transition

P3

Tall buildings comprise a modulated podium
A3.1
and clearly defined slender tower to create a
fine–grain, human–scale street environment and
enable solar access, cross ventilation and privacy
A3.2

Buildings greater than 8 storeys have a
podium that is at least 2 storeys and no
greater than 4 storeys
Where for a residential use, both in a
Residential or a Centre Area, the podium
is heavily modulated to clearly distinguish
individual dwellings
Note: Blank, bulky podiums are to be avoided.
Podium design should feature heavy modulation
and articulation that creates a human scale,
giving the appearance of a multi–level subtropical
townhouse podium form

A3.3

The maximum horizontal dimension of a
tower is 40m

A3.4

The minimum setback between towers
within a site is 10m

A4

Where in a Centre Area in the Vulture
Street Precinct, residential uses do not
exceed 60% of the GFA
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Land use mix
P4

Development in the Vulture Street Precinct
comprises predominantly employment–
generating uses

P5

Development in Centres has a mix of
A5.1
residential and non–residential uses that
contribute to the creation of vibrant, mixed use
A5.2
environments

Where in a Centre Area, the ground floor is
occupied by non–residential centre activities
Where in the Neighbourhood Heart
Sub–precinct the ground floor is occupied
by non–residential centre activities, such
as dining and small retail tenancies, that
encourage pedestrian traffic and interaction
between indoor and outdoor spaces

Building design
P6

Development exhibits best practice excellence
in architecture, innovation and subtropical
design and:
• addresses all elevations, with front and
also rear and side elevations displaying a
high level of articulation and high quality
materials and finishes
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A6

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

•

has a vertical articulation of building form
and mass with proportions compatible with
the height, scale and setting of the building
• when equal to or greater than 8 storeys in
height, is designed to address the skyline
and silhouette by tapering, sculpting or
other measures that reduce building mass
and bulk at the upper floors
Public realm
P7

Development:
• has a visible presence on and considerable
interaction with streets, cross block links
and public open space
• creates a consistent urban streetscape
• creates a strong connection between the
footpath and adjoining development at
ground level
• creates a human–scale to the street
• provides a high quality streetscape with a
strong pedestrian focus through landscape
and footpath works that are consistent with
the desired role and function of each street
indicated in the Streetscape Hierarchy
• reinforces the distinctive character and
identity of each precinct and sub–precinct
within the Neighbourhood Plan area
• promotes public realm safety and provides
ample casual surveillance opportunities

For all uses:
A7.1

Frontages to a Subtropical Boulevard, City
Street Minor or Neighbourhood Street
Major as shown on Map C—Streetscape
Hierarchy provide a public footpath via
a linear land dedication to create a new
minimum footway width of:
• Subtropical Boulevard—5m
• City Street Minor—3.75m
• Neighbourhood Street Major—3.75m

A7.2

Development provides for street trees,
furniture, lighting, footpath and kerb
treatments in accordance with Council
standards
Note: Where required, development provides
bus infrastructure such as seating and shelter in
accordance with Disability Discrimination Act
standards
Ground floor facades are set back between
3m and 6m from the front property
boundary. This area is landscaped to provide
a useable and safe space for either public or
private recreation

A7.4

Ground floor units have individual
entrances directly to adjacent streets, cross
block links or parks

A7.5

Units incorporate expansive indoor/
outdoor living spaces such as decks,
balconies or verandas with a minimum
dimension of 3m that are directly accessible
from living spaces and oriented to directly
overlook public spaces

A7.6

Setbacks behind fences are occupied by
landscaped private courtyards
Setbacks in front of fences incorporate
landscaping that softens the appearance of
the built form
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For residential components:

Performance Criteria
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P8

P9

Development in a Centre has:
• an activated, pedestrian–friendly and
human–scale facade
• a concentration and variety of active uses
• a strong visual and physical connection
between internal and external spaces
• useable outdoor/semi–outdoor spaces that
support outdoor lifestyles and engages with
the public domain and provides a transition
between public spaces and private spaces
• a subtropical urban design and built form
• a permeable edge to the street, which
creates both a visual widening of the street
section and amenable edge to pedestrian
movement

Footpaths in Centre Areas are protected from
rain and sun by shelter that:
• is continuous and compatible with existing
awnings
• allows for street trees and other landscaping
• is safe and visually amenable
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Acceptable Solutions
Where in a Centre Area:
A8.1

Non–residential uses are located on
the ground floor directly adjoining and
accessible to streets, cross block links or
open space

A8.2

Development includes balconies, living
areas, entries and windows that overlook
these streets, cross block links or open space

A8.3

The ground floor of buildings are built to
the side boundary for a minimum distance
of 10m from the front property boundary,
with the exception of locations where
there is a requirement for provision of an
overland flow path, open space or cross
block link

A8.4

Foyers occupy a maximum of 25% of the
site frontage, are open to the public domain
and contain activities and spaces that attract
people (such as reception desks, seating
areas, cafes, shopfront galleries and display
spaces)

A8.5

Where in the Neighbourhood Heart Sub–
precinct or the MP3 Area fronting Baines
Street development:
• has a ground floor designed for and
fully occupied by non–residential centre
activities generating a high level of
pedestrian activity in streets, cross block
links or open space
• provides a continuous built form to the
street
• has a ground floor comprised of small–
scale individual tenancies, each with a
maximum width of 25m
• provides at least 1 pedestrian entry/exit
for every 25m of building frontage
• provides a minimum 30% transparent
external wall materials up to a height of
2.5m above footpath level
• has a minimum ground level floor to
ceiling height of 4m

Where in a Centre Area:
A9.1

Awnings are cantilevered and do not
include support posts in the public domain

A9.2

Awnings are provided and designed in
accordance with Council standards
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Connectivity
P10

Development contributes to an integrated and
continuous pedestrian and cyclist network that
facilitates logical and direct access to activity
centres, public transport facilities and public
open spaces through the provision of cross
block links that:
• have a design, width and scale that reflects
their function and location
• have a tenure that provides appropriate
public access for the type of link
• are bordered by buildings that have a
design, site layout and ground floor
treatment that promotes activation and
surveillance of cross block links

A10.1

Cross block links are provided as indicated
on Map B—Public Realm, Transitions and
Key Sites

A10.2

Cross block links:
• are designed to incorporate the
requirements identified in Table 3—
Public Realm Requirements
• comply with the specifications of and
are landscaped and lit in accordance
with Council standards
• have a minimum corridor width of 6m
and a minimum unobstructed pavement
width of 3m
• are provided at–grade with the street
• are designed so that bin collection and
carparking areas are not located adjacent
to these connections and service vehicle
access is not permitted through these
connections
Refer to Figure b

Vehicle entrances, servicing and carparking
areas must be designed and located to:
• be visually unobtrusive and not dominate
the streetscape
• ensure active street frontages that facilitate
passive casual surveillance
• minimise disruption to building frontages
and the pedestrian environment
• reduce pedestrian and vehicular conflict
• maintain the integrity, quality and primacy
of footpaths
• discourage on–street parking
• ensure convenient pedestrian and cyclist
access
• allow for flexible allocation between uses
and conversion to alternative uses over time

A11.1

Car parking areas are located underground

A11.2

On–site parking and servicing is not located
between the building facade and the street

A11.3

Only one vehicle access point is provided to
car parking areas

A11.4

Vehicle access points are not located within
30m of one another.
Note: Shared vehicle access points are utilised
where possible

A11.5

Vehicle entrances are no wider than 5.5m
and no higher than 3.5m

A11.6

Vehicular access is not provided from an
Arterial Route or a Suburban Route where
alternative access is available and where new
service lanes can be created

A12.1

Development provides a minimum of 10%
of the site area for deep planting, with all
dimensions a minimum of 4m

A12.2

Tree species capable of growing to a canopy
diameter of 8m and a height of up to 15m
are provided within deep planting areas

Deep planting
P12

Development incorporates deep planting that:
• is open to the sky with access to light,
rainfall and the natural ground (enabling
unimpeded access of the roots of trees to
the sub soil stratum)
• is planted with large subtropical tree species
that are complementary in scale and height
to the built form
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Carparking, access and servicing

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Clem7 tunnel
A13

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

A14.1

Podium and tower roof space is designed
to enable use as communal or private open
space, is directly accessible from tenancies/
units, and remains unenclosed

A14.2

Soft landscaping elements, including grasses,
shrubs and trees, are provided at the podium
level

P15

A15

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

P16

A16
Where identified as a Landmark Gateway on
Map B—Public Realm, Transitions and Key Sites,
development:
• provides a landmark definition of the corner
through its building form, expression,
silhouette, scale, materials and landscaping
• incorporates public art that is integrated
with the development’s design response to
the public domain

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

P13

Development protects the structural integrity
of, and does not impinge upon the operation
and maintenance of, the Clem7 tunnel

Note: Where located near the Clem7 tunnel
development applications may be required to
demonstrate acceptable tunnel lining protection
through the submission of engineering and geological
reports and engineering certification by a suitably
qualified and experienced engineers
Green roofs and podiums
P14

Podium and roof design contributes to a
greener, softer visual character in the centre by
incorporating landscaping above street level.
Podium roof and/or tower roof space provides
the opportunity for communal open space to
supplement the availability of open space in
denser environments

Casual surveillance
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Where identified for casual surveillance on
Map B—Public Realm, Transitions and Key Sites,
development enhances safety and activation
of the public realm by integrating with and
providing ample opportunities for casual
surveillance of Raymond Park, Mowbray Park
and the Kangaroo Point Cliffs Park
Significant Corners and Landmark Gateways

Landmark Gateways have signature buildings
that feature architectural excellence through
design, treatment and articulation that reinforce
the sense of arrival to individual precincts and
provide a landmark definition of the corner
while maintaining the prominence of nearby
heritage and character buildings
Refer to Figure c
P17

Development on a Landmark Gateway on Map
B—Public Realm, Transitions and Key Sites or
on a site greater than 2,000m2 in area makes a
contribution to the public realm of Kangaroo
Point South by providing additional, useable
and accessible public open space
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A17.1

A minimum of 10% of the development
site, where including a Landmark Gateway,
is provided for publicly accessible open
space

A17.2

Public open space incorporates the
requirements identified in Table 3—Public
Realm Requirements
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Performance Criteria
P18

Acceptable Solutions

Where identified as a Significant Corner on
A18
Map B—Public Realm, Transitions and Key Sites,
development:
• emphasises the corner setting through its
building form, expression, silhouette, scale,
materials and landscaping
• provides both street frontages with building
entries or provides a single main entry at the
corner

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

P19

Development on a Significant Corner on
Map B—Public Realm, Transitions and Key Sites
contributes to the creation of a vibrant public
realm and provides additional public space that
is useable and attractive

A19.1

The design of Significant Corners
incorporates the requirements identified in
Table 3—Public Realm Requirements

A19.2

Development on Significant Corners
provides an inverted corner land dedication
of 5m by 5m excluding the footpath width,
in accordance with Council standards

A19.3

Any part of the building excluding awnings
but including the basement, is kept outside
of the corner land dedication area

A19.4

Deep planting feature trees, seating and
public art are provided in the corner land
dedication in accordance with Council
standards

A19.5

Significant landscaping and street furniture
is provided to enhance the public pedestrian
experience

A19.6

The building includes ground floor uses
on both frontages that facilitate a high
degree of pedestrian activity, such as shops,
restaurants and cafes
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Refer to Figure d
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Significant Corners accommodate prominent
buildings that emphasise the corner, create
points of interest and legibility for the precinct
while maintaining the prominence of nearby
heritage and character buildings
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Table 1—Maximum Building Heights
Site Area

Maximum Building Heights

Main Street Precinct
800m2–1,200m2

5 storeys

>1,200m2
Vulture Street Precinct

8 storeys

>800m2 where in the Medium Density Residential
Area

8 storeys

800m2–1,200m2 where in the Multi–purpose Centre 2
or Community Use Area

8 storeys

>1,200m2 where in the Multi–purpose Centre 2 or
Community Use Area
Wellington Road and Lytton Road Precinct

15 storeys

800m2–1,200m2

5 storeys

>1,200m
Raymond Park South Precinct

8 storeys

>1,200m2 where south of Princess Street
Shafston Avenue Precinct

8 storeys

2

8 storeys
>1,200m2 where west of Connor Street
Where shown as a Significant Corner on Map B—Public Realm, Transitions and Key Sites
An additional 2 storeys where achieving public open
space and design excellence outcomes
Where in the Vulture Street Precinct and shown as a Landmark Gateway or Significant Corner on
Map B—Public Realm, Transitions and Key Sites
>1,200m2

>1,200m2

An additional 5 storeys where providing public open
space and demonstrating design excellence
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Note: Where not specified in this table, maximum building height is in accordance with City Plan
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Table 2—Minimum Building Setbacks
Level

Front Setback

Side Setbacks

Rear Setbacks

5m

10m

Tower
6m
Where in the Multi–purpose Centre Area

5m

10m

Podium

0m for non–residential

0m for non–residential

5m for residential

10m for residential

5m

10m

Where in a Residential Area
Podium

Tower

0m

0m
6m

For proposals with a rear and/or side boundary to
a Residential or Community Use Area the building
setback from that boundary is a minimum of:
•

1.5m for a wall up to 4.5m high

•

2m for a wall up to 7.5m

•

2m plus 0.5m for every 3m (or part of 3m) over 7.5m
height for a wall over 7.5m high

Note: Greater setbacks may be required to satisfy all requirements such as overland flow, open space and deep planting
Note: Where development provides a cross block link the building setback to that cross block link may be considered a front setback provided
that adequate distance between buildings, both within the site and on adjacent sites, is maintained to satisfy requirements for privacy and
amenity

Table 3—Public Realm Requirements
Significant
Corner

Landmark
Gateway

Creates a 24 hour publicly accessible space with
equitable access







Servicing and access facilities are located to
maximise pedestrian amenity







Incorporates Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) principles







Provides lighting and shelter of publicly
accessible areas







 where in a
Centre Area











Includes public art





Integrates with any adjoining cross block link



Provides informal seating areas
Bounded by active uses and pedestrian friendly
edges (on the majority of its edges)

Incorporates shade trees
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Cross block
Links

Kangaroo Point South Neighbourhood Plan

Acceptable Solution

WHERE FRONTING MARK LANE:
maximum 5 storeys
within 20m

Mark Lane
property
boundary
ALL OTHER SITUATIONS:

Kangaroo Point South Neighbourhood Plan

maximum 3 storeys
within 10m

property
boundary

road

residential area or
heritage place

Chapter 4: Local Plans

maximum 3 storeys
within 10m

property
boundary

Figure a

residential area or
heritage place

Transition
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6m
3m minimum
pedestrian pavement
clear of any
obstruction including
planting and/or
street furniture

amenity strip at ground
level may accommodate
footpath dining, seating,
display, landscape
treatment, street
furniture and lighting

casual surveillance

Kangaroo Point South Neighbourhood Plan

amenity strip

casual surveillance

casual surveillance

amenity strip

casual surveillance
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Figure b Cross block link typical layout
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Figure c Examples of landmark buildings
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built form and
corner layout
must facilitate
easy pedestrian
movement and
provide equitable
access

m
um

m

ini
m

10

property boundary after dedication

corner dedication
area may include
seating and
landscaping

original property boundary

kerb alignment
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Figure d Corner land dedication
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Map A: Precincts
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